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BACKGROUND MEMORANDUM 

 
DATE: APRIL 12, 2022 

TO: QUEEN ANNE’S COUNTY COMMISSIONERS 

FROM: ALAN QUIMBY, DIRECTOR, DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS 
AMY G. MOREDOCK, DIRECTOR, PLANNING AND ZONING 
STEPHANIE JONES, PRINCIPAL PLANNER 

SUBJECT: GROWTH AREA DECISIONS  
2022 QUEEN ANNE’S COUNTY COMPREHENSIVE PLAN AND  
KENT NARROWS COMMUNITY PLAN 

 

Introduction: The 2022 Queen Anne’s County Comprehensive Plan and Kent Narrows Community Plan 
were introduced on January 25, 2022, opening the public record for comments.  We would like to offer the 
following details in regard to the two Plans before you. 
 
Overall, the lack of sewer capacity at the Kent Narrows/Stevensville/Grasonville Wastewater Treatment 
Plant (KNSG WWTP) has constrained the Comprehensive Plan and the Kent Narrows Community Plan. 
The existing 3 MGD capacity at KNSG is now nearly fully obligated. The resulting estimates conclude that 
there is an insufficient amount of capacity available to meet the goals of the current Comp Plan and desires 
of local landowners. Details of explorable short-term and long-term options to potentially resolve this issue 
are outlined in the Water Resources Element and Chapter 4: Land Use.  
 
The County requested a legal opinion in order to reconcile the lack of sewer capacity against the citizen 
requested expansion of the current Growth Area and possibly even a reduction of the current Growth Area. 
It was essential that County receive legal guidance in light of comprehensive rezoning requests to increase 
the County’s Growth Areas, as well as requests to increase residential density. The bottom line of that 
legal opinion articulated that the County is compelled consider these land use decisions in light of 
a sound assurance that adequate public services can be provided within a reasonable timeframe. 
This legal guidance is attached for your reference. 
 
Rezoning Requests:  The Technical Advisory Committee, comprised of staff, offered guidance and 
recommendations for each of the 48 comprehensive rezoning requests to the Planning Commission for 
consideration at its 8 July 2021 meeting. While the Planning Commission and staff agreed on most of the 
requests, the Planning Commission disagreed with the Technical Committee recommendations and opted 
to expand the Growth Area. (It should be noted that the legal opinion received regarding this matter was 
received after the Planning Commission review.) Having updated the Planning Commission with the results 
of that legal opinion and providing a thorough public explanation of the federal and state requirements 
which constrains the ability of local sewage treatment plants to expand capacity (i.e.: TMDLs), there is now 

https://www.qacplan2021.com/images/resources/draft_documents/Appendix_D_Water_Resources_Analysis.pdf
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a better understanding of the impacts of that treatment capacity constraint on the current comprehensive 
planning exercise.  
 
The issues before the County Commissioners now include your consideration and final votes on the 48 
Comprehensive Rezoning Requests (which are characterized in the Wallace Montgomery Status Briefing 
Memo #18). As noted above, in general, the Planning Commission and the Technical Committee were in 
agreement on all requests but three – all three of which were requests for Growth Area expansion.  
 
Growth Area Expansion Requests:  In total there were four Growth Area expansion requests presented. 
 
One of those four appropriately recognizes the results of past litigation and the Planning Commission’s 
favorable recommendation should be supported.  

1. CRR 45: Kent Island, LLC – Bay Bridge Cove, Stevensville 

▪ The Technical Advisory Committee supported the Growth Area expansion for this 
parcel as it is in fact almost already fully developed to Growth Area standards   
pursuant to a November 5, 2007 order of the Circuit Court to immediately provide 
water and sewer service.    

 

Regarding the other 3 applications, and the legal opinion following the Planning Commission’s 

recommendations, the County is in a position to consider rejecting the Planning Commission 

recommendations. To do otherwise, in accordance with the legal opinion, places the County at risk of liability 

in ‘promising’ to provide an essential service which it cannot readily provide within the time horizon of this 

Plan.  In addition, the Commissioners should consider even shrinking the Growth Area in Chester which is 

a location at which a project has consistently received well-documented confirmation that public sewer 

(public infrastructure) is insufficient. See below for thorough explanations of these three requests.  

2. CRR 02: Dream Farm, LLC c/o Tracy T. Schulz – Map 57, Parcel 68, 200 Dream Farm 
Lane, Chester 

▪ The Technical Advisory Committee opposed expansion of the Growth Area due to 
nearing limits of adequate public facilities including transportation infrastructure, 
school capacity, and sewage capacity permit restrictions at the KNSG WWTP. 

▪ Development meeting Growth Area densities would require considerable Critical 
Area Growth Allocation. 

3. CRR 05: Chesterhaven Beach Partnership, LLP – Map 57, Parcel 25, 2501 Piney Creek Road, 
Chester 

▪ The Technical Advisory Committee opposed expansion of the Growth Area due to 
the fact that nothing has materially changed since the original removal from the 
Growth Area in 2007. Note: transportation and infrastructure (sewer capacity) have 
become worse.  

▪ There are already 180 legal lots of record on this parcel.  

▪ Sewer allocation has been granted for the 180 lots, and a nonrefundable deposit to 
DPW has been submitted. 

▪ Including the parcel in the Growth Area makes it eligible for County water and the 
potential of an intensification of the property beyond what the sewer allocation 
envisioned at its granting. 

4. CRR 07: Cliff and Danielle Lowe – Map 48, Parcel 11, Walker Road, Stevensville 

▪ The Technical Advisory Committee opposed expansion of the Growth Area due to 
nearing limits of adequate public facilities including transportation infrastructure, 
school capacity, and sewage capacity permit restrictions at the KNSG Wastewater 
Treatment Plan. This parcel is also included in the Priority Preservation Area.  
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Growth Area Reduction Considerations:  There is, likewise, potential for shrinking the Growth Area. 
The attached legal decision addresses the need to consider this action as well. The following parcels should 
be considered for removal/alteration from the Stevensville/Chester Growth Area. These parcels, and only 
these parcels, are zoned Neighborhood Village Center District, NVC.  

5. Dream Farm LLC. - Map 27, Parcel 68 (roughly 16 ac): The northwest portion of this parcel 
is included within the Stevensville/Chester Growth Area. CRR 02 has requested that the 
remaining portion of the parcel (138 ac) be included within the Growth Area.  

6. Lowery, John Claude Jr. & JoAnn – Map 57, Parcel 43, Lot 1 (17.216 ac) 
7. Lowery, John Claude Jr. & JoAnn – Map 57, Parcel 43, Lot 2 (52.0 ac) 
8. Gardner’s Purchase Inc., - Map 57, Parcel 39 (10.602 ac):   Should this parcel remain within 

the Growth Area to serve mixed use infill opportunities, the zoning should be changed to 
NC-8 during the Comprehensive Zoning Update to remove the NVC District. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
There are several options for consideration of the removal of these parcels from the Growth Area:  

9. Completely remove all four parcels from the Growth Area in their entirety and rezone them 
Countryside. 

10. Remove 3 parcels (43 (lot 1), 43 (lot 2), and 68) from the Growth Area and rezone them 
Countryside. Retain parcel 39 and rezone it NC-8. 

11. Allow the portion of the parcels which are directly adjacent to Route 18 to be rezoned Town 
Center in line with the existing parcels that are zoned Town Center (see red outline) to be 
Commercial & Mixed Use and eventually zoned Town Center. This would be consistent with 
previous zoning history.                  
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Kent Narrows Community Plan:  The Kent Narrows Development Foundation has requested that stand-
alone apartment use (not affiliated with a mixed use development as is currently allowed) be added to the 
Kent Narrows Community Plan for the intent to have the permitted use added to the Waterfront Village 
Center, WVC District, as a conditional use. This would not be consistent with the Queen Anne’s County 
Comprehensive Plan or the Kent Narrows Community Plan and would require the purpose of the WVC 
District to be altered for a single property. The Technical Advisory Committee did not support the proposal 
for the following reasons. 
 
Queen Anne’s County Comprehensive Plan 

•  As noted above the County is very limited to how it is going to utilize sewer capacity in the near 
future. 

•  The Comp Plan directs the County to manage the KNSG capacity limit by reserving sewerage 
capacity for commercial development projects, in fill projects, and redevelopment projects—to 
include focusing redevelopment efforts on abandoned, derelict sites.   
 

The Kent Narrows Community Plan 

• Water and Sewer section outlines the KNSG capacity constraint as noted above. 

• The support for mixed use development is called out throughout the KNCP.  
 

Article IV Special Kent Narrows Tax District (SKNTD) 

• The WVC zoning district is inextricably linked to the SKNTD and has been enacted in 
accordance with MD Annotated Code. All properties located within the WVC are subject to the 
special tax assessment unless they are identified as exempt under § 5-12 (Definitions). Exempt 
properties include 1) property owned by federal, state, County, or local governments or their 
agencies; and 2) property used solely for residential purposes. If sole residential properties 
are included as a permitted use, they will not be subject to the tax, not meeting the overall intent 
to generate revenue, and yet will benefit from the taxing proceeds. 

https://ecode360.com/7129061









